The La motif and the RNA recognition motifs of human La autoantigen contribute individually to RNA recognition and subcellular localization.
The human La autoantigen (hLa) protein is a predominantly nuclear phosphoprotein that contains three potential RNA binding domains referred to as the La motif and the RNA recognition motifs RRMs 1 and 2. With this report, we differentiated the contribution of its three RNA binding domains to RNA binding by combining in vitro and in vivo assays. Also, surface plasmon resonance technology was used to generate a model for the sequential contribution of the RNA binding domains to RNA binding. The results indicated that the La motif may contribute to specificity rather than affinity, whereas RRM1 is indispensable for association with pre-tRNA and hY1 RNA. Furthermore, RRM2 was not crucial for the interaction with various RNAs in vivo, although needed for full-affinity binding in vitro. Moreover, earlier studies suggest that RNA binding by hLa may direct its subcellular localization. As shown previously for RRM1, deletion of RNP2 sequence in RRM1 alters nucleolar distribution of hLa, not observed after deletion of the La motif. Here we discuss a model for precursor RNA binding based on a sequential association process mediated by RRM1 and the La motif.